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In the run-up to the World Health Assembly (WHA76), taking place in Geneva from 21 to 30 May 2023, the NCD
Alliance recorded a special webinar to help its members and partners stay on top of NCD-related agenda items during
this meeting of decision-makers. Alongside NCD-specific items, the NCD Advocacy Special elaborates on the broader
WHA76 agenda discussion, including social determinants of health and Universal Health Coverage and the
diagnostics resolution. Finally, this webinar speaks about other advocacy opportunities and priorities in the lead-up to
the High-Level Meeting on UHC which will take place in New York in September 2023.

Recording:

 
  

 

Please note that recordings and slides of this webinar are an exclusive benefit to NCDA members (full and
associate) and partners. If you are not already a member or partner of the NCD Alliance, and would like to learn
more about the benefits of being one, you can learn more [1] here or directly apply here [2].

We also offer a free engagement tier through network membership. Network members have free access to webinar
recordings after 30 days. If interested in this option, you can apply directly here [3].
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